
Creative Production Software V7.0

Improvements 
you will value
You told us what you wanted, and we listened. 
Introducing KODAK Creative Production Software V7.0 
— the enhancements you appreciate, the products your 
customers want. 

www.kodak.com/go/cps
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 KCPS connects directly to KODAK 305 Photo Printer. 

  There are more standard backgrounds from which to choose.
  Black  Gray  10 pastel colors

  Now, whenever you add an image node to book pages, the word 
“Sample” will appear on top of the Shirley image.  Once the actual 
image is added, the word “Sample” disappears.

  For clarity, we added a “Loading…” message to the order receipt 
window to indicate that the screen is loading.  

  To utilize the memory more efficiently, we updated the 70XX, 
8810 and D4000 IPS. 

  A user can pause the printing process and then remove all 
paused jobs with the flush capability added to the D4000 IPS.

 French is now one of our supported languages

  Modified the render engine page to disable controls during the 
shutdown. More straightforward, this will prevent the list of 
render engines to get out of sync.

 The KCPS package now includes a DVD instead of a CD.

  The ID Photo selection page stores the last used photo ID size for 
use next time.

  The LabInfo.xml updates the quantity appropriately when 
utilizing FTP routing.

  Special characters, such as Czech letters,  
are now supported for use when selecting a video.

  Setup pages (prints, collages, posters, cards and calendars) now 
correctly check for the existing surface for the 70xx,  
8810 and 305 printers.

NEW enhancements for version 7.0 

   Quick Print for ID Photos and Prints which reduces the clicks 
necessary to output a print

  General setting which enables or disables Quick Print on 
computer by computer basis

  Batch Color Correction.  Correct one or more images at the 
same time.

  Control the granularity of color corrections (fine / coarse 
control)

  Added Kodak 305 Photo Printer support on Windows 7 and 
Windows Vista x64

  Simplified the installation process for the Kodak 305 Photo 
Printer

  Ease of initial configuration / installation printer setup

  Release Feature, which allows for orders to be placed on hold 
until an operator sends order for print

  Printer setting that enables or disables the release feature

  Localized KCPS for the Greek language

  Added a User’s Manual

  Updated the Bluetooth drivers to support Windows 7 x86 
and x64

Enhancements still available from version 6.0
  Even if your Locale setting uses a comma instead of a period, 

you’re KCPS will operate properly.

  We have localized the list of available ID  
Photo selections. 

  You can choose whether or not to request a customer’s name 
and phone number when placing an order.

  Argentina now has its own official Kodak logo for use when 
printing on NEXPRESS presses. 


